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• Often, parents don’t realize adolescence can begin with physical changes to the brain as 
early as 4th or 5th grade and that these changes can affect behavior beginning around age 

9 or 10. 
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THE BRAIN GETS MORE SPECIALIZED
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CONSIDER BRAIN DEVELOPMENT
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BRAIN DEVELOPMENT

• The physical development of the brain in early adolescence (highly sensitive limbic 
system, active amygdala)

• How this brain development impacts behavior - strong emotions, risk taking, 
disorganization, inability to predict outcomes.

• Parenting skills to help manage this behavior and foster brain development

• Parenting strategies for developing growth mindset including effective praise.
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BIOLOGICAL

• Brain, amygdala, PFC, memory and learning

• Brain in adolescence is wiring and pruning – use it or lose it

• You have neuroplasticity – get better at what you practice

• You get better at being anxious, the more you are anxious – developing an anxious brain

• Alpha person and anxiety

• Co-regulating
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CHANGES THAT START IN 4TH GRADE

• Exhausted after school – may be emotional
• Higher expectations, more autonomy at school, more complex assignments

• More standardized tests

• Social relationships get more complex
• More peer pressure, cliques, 

• More energy managing relationships

• More pressure to be ”cool”

• Becoming more aware of societal events
• May start to have own opinions, different from ours, which can cause conflict with parents
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SELF ESTEEM DROPS IN 4TH GRADE….
THAT IS NORMAL

• They feel less sure of themselves

• They are beginning to see themselves in a more realistic way

• They get more accurate feedback from adults

• They may cry when they lose – Time to build accurate expectations

• Teachers may tell you they are becoming less confident – because they are losing the 
“magical thinking” of childhood
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MAY START TO SEE SCHOOL MOTIVATION HAS 
DECREASED

• Use both internal and external motivation – think of these as two means to the same 
end. One helps when the other is lacking

• Best when they have a say in what motivates them

• Talk to them about REAL life. We have to do things we hate – we perform best when we 
set up a system to motivate ourselves
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THEY DON’T NEED TO BE HAPPY TO BE “HAPPY”

• Children who go on be be happy adults have this in common

• Can work hard

• Can persist when frustrated/thwarted

• Can keep some things orderly

• Can control their bodies and manage emotions

(Hampson, 2008 https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1467-8721.2008.00587.x)
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GOOD TIME TO NORMALIZE FEELINGS – NOT JUST 
THE PLEASANT ONES

• Try not to “save” them from very normal feelings of disappointment, frustration, anger, 
hurt, exclusion

• A happy childhood does not mean a childhood without negative emotions. The opposite 
is true.
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EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT KIDS IN 
ADOLESCENCE

• There is need for greater focus on emotion in adolescence in order 
to

• Manage distress

• Label and manage strong negative emotions

• Foster empathy and compassion 
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MAY START TO BRISTLE AT OUR TOUCH – THEY 
STILL NEED IT

• Especially as tweens

• Especially in quarantine

• Be casual….don’t make it weird
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CONSIDER SOCIAL SCIENCE RULES TO MAINTAIN 
AND BUILDING RELATIONSHIP

4:1 to maintain
5:1 to build
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TIME TO FOSTER MORE AUTONOMY

• Waking self up

• Taking care of homework by MEA of 4th grade

• Input into schedule

• Ask about motivators

• Opinions about family life

• Think about family “charter”
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PARENTING AT THIS TIME

• Talk about feelings but avoid “interviewing for injury”

• Talk about your experiences but don’t lecture (what was hard for you in 4th grade?) but 
focus on them not you

• Acknowledge feelings: when they say “I’m stupid, don’t brush it off – recognize underlying 
feeling

• Talk about the specific behaviors they engage in that help them succeed.  Ask to partner 
with them in areas they need help

• Avoid intruding in their lives – lessons learned by themselves are most valuable
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PAY ATTENTION TO HOW YOU PRAISE

• Effective praise – avoid “you’re smart, a great athlete” and instead 
praise process. – you worked hard even when I could see you getting 
frustrated

• I saw you had success with that, how does that feel?

• Praise “failure”.  Have anxious kids work quickly with focus on time to 
complete and not “correct”.  You get better at what you practice

• Examine your own beliefs about this.  What model are you giving?
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Source: https://confidentparentsconfidentkids.org/parent-resources/family-emotional-safety-plan/
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• Creating a plan for what each member can do when they are in this state of mind and 
practicing it can prepare all members to act with emotional intelligence during a crisis, big 

or small.
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HOW TO TAKE CARE OF OURSELVES

• Our Caregivers Guide (upcoming from CASEL) has an Emotional Safety Plan
https://confidentparentsconfidentkids.org/parent-resources/family-emotional-safety-plan/. 

• It might mean saying, “Mommy needs five minutes.” Then close your eyes, calm down, breathe, 
reflect and come up with a plan to re-enter the situation.

• We all plan for fires, even though only one in four of us ever experiences them. But we don’t 
plan for emotional fires even if every single parent has them.
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https://confidentparentsconfidentkids.org/parent-resources/family-emotional-safety-plan/
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HOW TO TAKE CARE OF OURSELVES

• The great challenge for parents is how to manage your own emotions.

• Parenting is so deeply personal. 

• The very nature of child development will raise a parent’s own volcano 
of emotions.

• Parents need to unpack what they’re feeling. 

• “You’re going to get emotional. Let’s plan for it so you’re ready.” 
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